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Rico Roman 
Videographer. Editor. Producer  

715.338.2674 
ricoromanvideo@yahoo.com 

www.RicoRomanProductions.com 
 

Sony FS5                                                 Panasonic GH4 
DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone                      DJI Osmo  
Lowel 3 set Light Kit                                        Hunando Slider 
Rode Filmmaker Wireless Mic Kit                  GoPro Hero 4 Black 
Zoom H4N Audio Recorder                             Metabones Speed 
     Sigma 18-35 | Rokinon 85 | Tamron 17-50 | Rokinon 7.5 

Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2017  Final Cut Pro  

 

 
 Rico Roman Productions 2006– Present  
Owner | Videographer Minneapolis, MN  
- Freelance Video production for corporate videos, live events, 
sporting events, and more.  

- Filmed over 350 music related videos ranging from jazz to heavy 
metal to hip hop. Videotaped live shows with multiple cameras, 
edited commercials for bands, and official music videos involving 
sets, lights, and actors/actresses.  

- Official YouTube channel has over 9.2 million views.  
 

How 2 Media May 2011– Present  
Videographer Midwest  
- Contracted to do on-location shoots for companies for the use of 
Televisiow show on Ion Network titled "World's Greatest". Shoots 
require obtaining hours of cover footage of the workings of a 
company in everyday situations. They also require a sit-down, on 
camera interview with company executives.  
day. Trees cover up a multitude of sins. In this world, everything 
can be happy. Trees grow however makes them happy. 
 

CGI Communications January 2016-Present 

Videographer Midwest 
-Contracted to do on-location promotional videos for a wide 
range of business, everything from Dental practices to 
Restaurants, Auto Repair shops, High Schools, and more. Requires 
testimonial interviews and b roll  

 
 City of Red Wing: Channel June 2005- 2010  
Videographer | Editor | Director Red Wing, MN  
- Broadcasted hundreds of live, on-air government meetings for 
the local Access Channel. Shooting meetings involved working 
with 4 cameras, 15-20 microphones, graphics/keys, and a 
switcher. Recorded meetings for City Council, Advisory Planning 
Commission, etc.  

- Interviewed city officials such as the mayor, city council 
president, and police officers to be used as updates to the city's 
channel viewer.  

- Created social media websites for the city. Operated and ran a 
Facebook, Myspace and Youtube.  

- Won the 3CMA Award of Excellence for a video called “Rubin 
the Blue Bin” 
 
 

Whether it's capturing a beautiful 
bride walking down the aisle, filming 
in front of an energetic live crowd, or 
directing a blue collar employee for 
an aesthetically pleasing visual, I’m 
there to create the best illustrative 
optical for you. My wide range of 
diversity, coupled with years of 
experience in the ever changing 
video world, I can device the ultimate 
visual production for you. 

 

 

 youtube.com/RicoAM 

  @RicoRomanProductions 

 linkedin.com/Rico-Roman 

 @RicoRomanProductions 
 


